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SECTION 1 HEALTH AND SAFETY

Rotating machinery and pressurised components are potentially dangerous items of equipment if
not properly operated and maintained. It is imperative that all users of such equipment fully educate
themselves as to the potential dangers and satisfy themselves that the personnel responsible for
installing, testing, commissioning, operating and maintaining the machinery are competent to do so.
Instruction manuals are provided for guidance but must assume some basic level of competence by
user staff. If there are any doubts concerning correct procedures, ask Utile Engineering, who will be
pleased to advise, or provide a service engineer. DO NOT TAKE RISKS.

The following, whilst not exhaustive, provide guidance to possible sources of danger to health and
safety:-

Certain machinery can generate high levels of noise which can be harmful to people exposed to it
for lengthy periods of time. Various recommendations and codes of practice are in existence and
users must ensure that adequate precautions are taken to prevent a health hazard to employees or
third party.

Before attempting to investigate problems, service or maintain equipment, it must be safely
depressurised or pressurised to ambient conditions.

Moving parts of machinery must not be touched and must be adequately guarded. Suitable guards
are provided and must be securely retained in position at all times except when maintenance or
service is being undertaken.

Before commencing maintenance, servicing or making other adjustments, the prime mover and
other equipment must be isolated electrically or otherwise immobilised to prevent accidental start-
up. In this vein, all electrical work should be carried out by a fully qualified electrician and all
electrical equipment should be isolated before it is touched and pneumatic or hydraulic controls
depressurised and made safe. Procedures must also exist to ensure that electrical or other inputs
cannot be restored accidentally during the maintenance or service period.

NO attempt should be made to touch shafts, etc. whilst the machine is rotating. Particular care is
needed when checking rotor clearances in machines and when inserting fingers through ports to
check rotor/cylinder clearances, etc. Any movement of rotors may trap fingers.

Most machines, certain pipes and ancillaries become hot during operation. If it is possible for
personnel to come into contact with such surfaces unknowingly or accidentally they should be
guarded.

If, during operation, severe vibration is observed on the compressor it's prime mover, pipework, or
ancillaries, the cause of this should be immediately investigated and the situation rectified.
Excessive vibration can lead to fatigue and other failures. Similarly, if during operation a significant
change is noticed in the level of vibration, noise, temperature or any other parameter, the cause of
such changes must be determined, and the cause rectified.
Inlet filters and separators must be inspected regularly so that liquid or debris is not allowed to enter
the machine. Drainage systems must also be serviced regularly to ensure that there is no liquid
carryover, which could cause damage to the machine and consequently injury to personnel.

Safety trips, emergency stopbuttons and other such devices should be checked regularly to ensure
they function correctly and will protect the machinery and personnel in the event of an emergency.

When maintaining equipment, contact will be made with oils, greases and carbon dust. Care must
be taken not to ingest any of these and to protect skin. Only approved lubricants must be used.
After completion of servicing, all nuts, setscrews, etc must be checked for tightness.
Before restarting after servicing, check all joints, etc are gas tight. Also, before any start-up, check
that the machine inlet and outlet isolating valves are open.



SECTION 2   GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 GENERAL

Please read these instructions carefully before starting any work on
this machine.
Fig 1 opposite shows the position of the rotation arrow, with the arrow
pointing away from the outlet port.
Fig 2 shows the machine nameplate in position on the shaft guard, this
indicates the machine serial number which must always be stated
when ordering spare parts.

2.2 STORAGE

If the unit is not used immediately, the machine and all adjoining
equipment should be placed in a clean, dry storage area protected
from the weather. The intake and discharge connections must be kept
covered at all times, as foreign matter could enter the machine and
cause serious damage.

2.3 INSTALLATION

LOCATION
The unit should be installed in a clean, dry, well ventilated area. Ample space and facilities should
be provided for ease of servicing and inspection.

PIPEWORK
Suction and discharge piping should incorporate flexible pipe couplings, be adequately supported
and aligned correctly to prevent strain being transmitted to the pump.
Ensure the hose connecting the intake filter to the compressor is thoroughly clean. Great care
should be taken when making joints. Use PTFE tape for making joints since surplus for jointing
compounds will damage the blades if drawn into the machine.
The pipe diameter must be 40mm NB (1 ½”) and for long runs we recommend increasing this size.
Long radius bends are preferable where changes in direction have to be made.
When delivering into a receiver the following protection devices should be fitted.
Pressure Relief Valve : To prevent overpressurising the compressor in the event of a restriction in

the discharge line.
Non return Valve : To stop the compressor running in reverse on shutdown.
Line Filter : To eliminate carryover of foreign matter into the receiver or produce back

into the compressor.

2.4 PRE-STARTUP CHECKS

a. Ensure that the machine is free running by manually rotating the shaft through a few revolutions.
b. Check that the direction of rotation agrees with the arrow fitted on one of the coverplates.
c. Check all protective devices or controls to ensure they are functioning correctly.

2.5 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Regularly inspect any filters fitted to the intake pipeline. Failure to carry out this simple maintenance
will result in loss of performance and overheating.
A sudden increase in the discharge temperature could mean insufficient or dirty filters. The unit
should be stopped and thoroughly inspected to identify the cause of the problem.
Check the blades for wear every 2000 running hours (See Check Blade Wear).
If the pressure relief valve requires altering then we recommend that you consult Utile Engineering
before proceeding.
Check the machine internally for wear every 5000 running hours (See Inspection And Service).

Fig 1

Fig 2



SECTION 3 DISMANTLING OF MACHINE
This procedure is for dismantling a clockwise rotation machine only. For
anticlockwise rotating machines dismantling starts with the drive end.

3.1 CHECK BLADE WEAR

It is possible to check the blades for wear without dismantling the machine.
This should be undertaken after the first 1000 and every subsequent 2000
running hours. Record all measurements for future reference.
With the machine stationary and without any pressure in the system, remove
the plug (plug removed in Fig 3). Insert a measuring tool either a
vernier or a rod 6mm dia x 150mm long until it is hard against the
rotor as in Fig 4. Note how far the tool is inserted into the cylinder.
Figs 4 & 5 with the coverplate removed to show what measurements
are involved.

Slowly rotate the shaft until the measuring tool slides deeper into the
cylinder, at which point it should be in line with the blade slot as Fig 5.
Note how far the tool is inserted into the cylinder.

Compare the dimension with the one taken earlier, the difference
indicates how much blade wear has taken place.

The blades should be changed if this dimension is 4mm or greater.
The minimum blade depth is 49mm; a new blade is 53mm deep.

3.2 INSPECTION AND SERVICE

We recommend that the machine be removed and work carried out on a bench. For ease of
servicing and to prevent strain being transmitted to the bearings, we recommend that the machine
be dismantled with the rotor at its lowest position, or with the machine on one of its ends. Inspection
always commences with the dismantling of the non-drive end.
Cover the intake and discharge ports to prevent ingress of foreign particles into the machine.
Clean the external parts of the machine before starting any work, as this will help prevent dirt from
entering the machine.
Note and mark the position of all components that will be removed, as this may assist later during
re-assembly.
For ease of maintenance use the adjoining photographs and the parts list on page 8.

3.3 TO CHANGE BLADES

3.3.1 Undo 4 screws (24) and remove the shaft guard (5) and end
cap (3) complete with seal (13) from the coverplate (2). Taking
care not to loose any shims fitted.

3.3.2 Remove the circlip (17) (fig 6) and bearing retaining washer
(10) and withdraw the coverplate (2) complete with the outer
race of the roller bearing and seals, taking care not to lose the
o ring (16) which sits in the cylinder end face.

3.3.3 The blades (6) can now be inspected for wear. See fig 7. Check
the blades for chipping on their edges and for concave side
wear. For any wear other than polished surfaces or if the depth
has reduced to 49mm or less then replace the blades.

3.3.4 Inspect the visible part of the cylinder bore and rotor for any
signs of excessive wear or scuffing and for excessive slot wear.
If there is any sign of cylinder rubbing completely dismantle.

Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6

Fig 7



3.4 CYLINDER REMOVAL

With the non-drive end already removed and the cylinder turned upside
down, follow the procedure below to dismantle the drive end. Do not mix
the components with the non-drive end components, although similar in
size and looks internal clearances will be affected.

3.4.1 Undo 4 screws (23) and remove end cap (3) complete with seal
(13) from the coverplate (2). Taking care not to lose any shims fitted.

3.4.2 Remove the circlip (17) and bearing retaining washer (10) and the
bearing inner race flange.

3.4.3 Undo 6 screws (22) and withdraw the coverplate (2) complete
with seals and outer race of roller bearing (11) from the cylinder
(1) taking care not to loose the o-ring (16). See fig 8.

The cylinder can now be inspected to be reused or replaced. As fig 9.

3.5 REMOVAL OF BEARINGS AND SEALS

3.5.1 Withdraw the outer race of the roller bearing from the coverplates, and renew if the bearings
show any signs of wear or pitting. The seal (15), internal circlip (18) and seal bush (14) can
all be removed, the seals and seal bush can now be inspected, renew the seal bush if the
bore is worn and the seals if the wiping lips are worn or damaged.

3.5.2 Examine the seal sleeve (7) for wear and replace if necessary. If replacing, use a depth
gauge accurately measure and record the width of the sleeve to be replaced, and machine
the new sleeve to the same dimension.

3.5.3 Use a two leg pulley drawer in the seal sleeve to pull the inner race from the shaft.

The machine is now completely dismantled.

SECTION 4
RE-ASSEMBLING OF MACHINE

Before commencing re-assembly ensure all components are perfectly clean.

Although both ends are similar do not interchange the components, as this will affect the internal
clearances of the machine.

Tighten all M8 screws to a torque of 15Nm.
Tighten all M10 screws to a torque of 35Nm.

4.1 REPLACING SEAL SLEEVE AND BEARING ON SHAFT

4.1.1 Ensure all adjoining faces are smooth and clean. Push the drive
end seal sleeve onto the drive end of the shaft and locate firmly
against the rotor face, ensuring the lead for the seal is furthest
away from the rotor face, using LOCTITE 648 adhesive or
equivalent.

4.1.2 Press the bearing inner race larger diameter first against the seal
sleeve. See fig 10.

4.1.3 Repeat for the non-drive end, however note that there is no
shoulder on the rear end bearing inner race.

Fig 8

Fig 9

Fig 10

View on drive end.
Note direction of blade
slots.



4.2 RE-ASSEMBLING COVERPLATE ASSEMBLY

4.2.1 Press the seal bush (14) square into the coverplate.
4.2.2 Fit the internal circlip (18) into its groove and push the seal (15)

hard against it with the tension spring facing outwards. As fig 11.
4.2.3 Slide the outer race of the bearing against the shoulder in the

coverplate.
4.2.4 Repeat for the non-drive end assembly.

Do not grease the bearings until the correct clearance has been
obtained.

4.3 CHECKING COVERPLATE / ROTOR CLEARANCE

Stand the rotor vertical with the drive end uppermost.

4.3.1 Slide the drive end coverplate assembly down the shaft onto the bearing inner race and seal
sleeve, taking care not to damage the seals.

4.3.2 Refit the bearing loose flange, retaining washer (10), circlip (17) any shims fitted and end
cap (3) and screws (23).

4.3.3 Use a feeler gauge to check the clearance between the coverplate and rotor; this must be
done at several points around the rotor to ensure the clearance is constant. If the clearance
is outside the recommended limits add or remove shims from underneath the bearing.

The recommended clearances are:-

mm INSPosition
min max min max

Coverplate/Rotor – Drive End 0.076 0.102 0.003 0.004
Coverplate/Rotor – Rear End 0.457 0.482 0.018 0.019
Cylinder/Rotor 0.076 0.102 0.003 0.004

4.3.4 Remove end cap and smear a layer of grease over the
exposed face of the bearing and using a grease gun give a
shot into each recess between rollers (see fig 12).

Use only AEROSHELL No. 5 grease. Care must be taken
not to overgrease and fill the bearing housing as this can
cause overheating.

4.3.5 Refit end cap.

4.4 REPLACING COVERPLATES, ROTOR AND BLADES

Lay the cylinder (1) upside down, with the drive end towards you.

4.4.1 Position o-ring (16) into cylinder groove.
4.4.2 Carefully slide the coverplate/rotor assembly into the cylinder, ensure the slots in the rotor

are facing the correct way (see parts list). Bolt coverplate/rotor assembly to cylinder using
star washers (28) and screws (22).

4.4.3 When replacing blades, ensure that each blade is not damaged, free from grease or dirt and
each slide freely in their slots. Make sure that the leading edges of the blades are facing in
the correct direction.

Turn the machine around to work at the non-drive end.

Fig 11

Fig 12



4.4.4 Position o-ring (16) into cylinder groove.
4.4.5 Slide the rear end coverplate assembly down the shaft onto

the bearing inner race and seal sleeve, taking care not to
damage the seals.

4.4.6 Refit the bearing retaining washer (10), circlip (17) and any
shims fitted.
Smear a layer of grease over the exposed face of the bearing
and using a grease gun give a shot into each recess between
rollers (see fig 13). Care must be taken not to overgrease and
fill the bearing housing as this can cause overheating.

4.4.7 Replace end cap (3) and shaft guard (5).

The machine is now completely rebuilt. Turn the shaft by hand for a few revolutions in the direction
shown on the coverplate, ensure the machine revolves freely.

Notes:

Fig 13

The Utile Engineering Co. Ltd.
New Street, Irthlingborough.
Northamptonshire. England.



4.5 PARTS LIST

ITEM DESCRIPTION PART No. QTY
1 CYLINDER S 10203 1
2 COVERPLATE S 10190 2
3 END CAP S 10195 2
4 ROTOR & SHAFT ASSEMBLY S 10191 1
5 SHAFT GUARD S 10196 1
6 BLADE S 10110 6
7 SEAL SLEEVE S 10193 2
8 FOOT S 10192 2
9 OUTLET FLANGE S 10197 1

10 BEARING RETAINING WASHER S 8190 2
11 ROLLER BEARING H 1123 1
12 ROLLER BEARING H 1036 1
13 SHAFT SEAL F 1073 2
14 SEAL BUSH S 10210 2
15 BEARING SEAL F 1242 2
16 O-RING F 1246 2
17 CIRCLIP B 1012 2
18 CIRCLIP B 1143 2
19 KEY N 1023 1
20 GASKET – OUTLET FLANGE S 10198 1
21 DOWEL E 1000 4
22 HEX HEAD SCREW - CYLINDER G 1083 12
23 HEX HEAD SCREW – END CAP – DRIVE END G 1063 4
24 HEX HEAD SCREW – END CAP – REAR END G 1109 4
25 HEX HEAD SCREW - FLANGE G 1088 2
26 SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW - FOOT G 1081 4
27 HOLLOW SOCKET SET SCREW - CYLINDER G 1225 1
28 SHAKE PROOF WASHER B 1145 20
29 SHAKE PROOF WASHER B 1146 6
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MACHINERY DIRECTIVE
(89/392/EEC: amended by 91/386/EEC and 93/68/EEC)

We,

The Utile Engineering Co. Ltd.
New Street,

Irthlingborough.
Northamptonshire.
NN9 5UG England.

declare that all Blowers, Vacuum Pumps, Gas Boosters and Associated
Equipment manufactured by us, which may include Electric Motors, must
be installed in accordance with our Installation Instructions and must not
be put into service until the machinery/system into which they are
incorporated has been declared to be in conformity with the Machinery
Directive.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
In accordance with article 4(2) and
Annex IIB of the above directive.

ROTARY BLOWERS – VACUUM PUMPS – GAS BOOSTERS

Works Director.

Managing Director.

NEW STREET IRTHLINGBOROUGH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
NN9 5UG ENGLAND

TEL +44 (0) 1933 650216           FAX +44 (0) 1933 652738


